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TIIE IMPLEMENTATION OF SCIENTIMC APPROACH IN TEACI{ING
READING COMPREIINSION AT A VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL IN

JAMBI

Sonang Panjaitan and Hadiyanto
panj aitansonan g@yahoo.com

l.INTRODUCTION

Scientific Approach is ateaching approach emphasized in curriculum 2013 to be
implemented in teaching for all levels of students and all subjects at sohool. Scientific
approach is the inquiry learning that contains constructivism. There are three domains
should be achieved by the students by implementing scientific approach in learning
process. They are attitudes, knowledge , and skills( Permendikbud RI no 65, 2013).

However, SMK Negeri 3 Jambi, one of the schools that implements curriculum
2013 doesn't follow the operational skndard process as stated in the curriculum. Based
on the writer's observation that most teacher at SMK Negeri 3 Jambi doesn't apply this
teaching approach in their teaching. This is because there are still problems in applying
the approach in teaching and leaming. First scientific approach is a new approach
particularly in English teaching. English teachers are not familim yet with the approach.
Second, applying this approach is a diffrcult challenge as teachers me not supplernented
with adequate exarnples of irnplementing seientifie approaeh in English teaehing-
Third, there are not sufficient sources such as; the books, modules, or other writings can
be used in applyrng the approach. Forth, most English teachers at SMK Negeri 3 Jambi
are not trained yet how to implement seientific approach in English teaching,

This study focussed on teaching reading comprehension, the use of scientific
approach in teaching reading comprehension. Teaching reading comprehension is
always problem for English teaehers at &is sehool, Some teaehers are not interested in
this skill . The same as teachers, studying reading comprehension is also problem for
students. The students always get bored when studying reading comprehension" This is
because the English teachers do not pay much attention to the way of their teaching.
The students said that reading is not necessary for vocational high school students. They
said that technical vocational high school students do not need to study English
particularly reading comprehension, On the otherhand reading skill is an important skill
for students as the foreign language learners. Reading is the skill in which students will
have the greatest ability at the end of their language study. It can serve as a vehicle for
errtering into the belles letters of eounfy's present and past eivilization. The ability to
read will stay with them longer than the other skills and it is the skill that will be most
convenient to use ( Chastain K, 1983). Through reading, evsryone can get information
abotrt seienee; and teehnology that perhaps they do not know before. Reading is the
most efficient way to acquire information about many aspects in the life, since most of
available information is delivered in printed media such as journals, newspapers,
magazines and books. Therefore, having a good reading skill is needed to know the
content of that information. Even in the internet the information is presented in written
form, so the users need to read the information.

Based on the writer's teaching experienees as a teaeher for years at pnblie
school, most English teachers don't pay rnuch attention to the way of their teaching
especially in teaching reading comprehension. Many English teachers use conventional
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method in teaching reading such as just ask students to translate the text and answer the
questions. Therefore the students as the second language learners, always fail to
comprehend the text they leam. The students do not enjoy the lesson; get bored, ean't
engage with the text, can't develop English skill. As the foreign language learners, there
me language aspects that influence in comprehending a text. Approach to teaching is
very important in the sueeess of the sfudents in learning In fae! when learning reading
comprehension in the classroom the sfudents often get bored, no motivation, passive,
and most students always get low scores in the examination since the way of learning is
monotonous, Thcre is something wrong in the approaeh to teaehing them, The students
are not conditioned actively, ueatively during the learning process as stated in the
principles of scientific approach.

Based on the above reasons and explanation, the writer would like to conduct a
research on the implementation of scientific approach in teaching reading at the Xth
grade students of SMK N 3 Jambi. To make it clear, the writer wanted to find out how
the teaehers implement seientifie approaeh in teaehing reading eomprehension . The
writer also wanted to find out how the students encounter reading subject. Then the
vvriter would like to find out if the students' score of reading comprehension improve
from eyele to eyele. There are three questions in this oase that sought to be answered.
l)How does a teacher implement scientific approach tfl teaching reading
comprehension? 2)How do the students encounter reading comprehension by applying
scientific approach ? 3)Does the students' score of reading comprehension improve
ftom cycle to cycle?

2. REYIEW GF RETATED TITERATTIRE

2.1. Scientific Approach

The concept of scientific approach

Scientific approach is a teaching approach emphasized in curriculum 2013 in the
learning process. Scientific approach is the inqurry learning that contains
eonstruetivism. By implernenting seientifie approaeh in teaehing and learning praetiee
the students construct their own understanding and knowledge through experience
things and reflecting on those experieilces. When they encounter something new, they
have to reconcile it with their previous ideas and experience, maybe changing what they
believe, or maybe discarding the new information as irrelevant. In any case, the students
are active creators of their own knowledge. To do this, teacher must ask questions,
explore, and assess what the sfudents know. In teaching the teacher must qncourage
students to use active techniques (experiments, real-world problem solving) to create
more knowledge and then to reflect oa and talk about what they are doing and how their
undersfanding is ehanging, The teaeher makes sure he/she understands the students'pre
existing conceptions, and guides the activity to address them and then build on them
(Permendikbud no 65, 2013).

In seientifie approaeh the teaehing qnd learning proesss touehes three
development domains. They are auitude (Dyers, J.H.(201l, knowledge Bloom (1956), ,
and skills Dyers (...),which are elaborated in each level of education unit. The three
competency domains have the gaining line of different psychology. Attitude is obtained
through the activities of accepting, responding, organizing/internalizing, and
characteriznglactttalizing. Knowledge is obtained through &e activities of knowing,
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understanding, applying, analysing, and evaluating. While skill is obtained through the
activities of observing, questioning, imenting, associating and communicatrng.

Attitude skill Knorrle
dse(Krathw (Dve

Figure 2.1 Three domains that support creativity in learning process
Adapted from training material of curriculum 2013

The learning principles in Scientific Approach

Principles of learning activities in scientific approach are; students centred,
developing students creativity, creating pleasure and challenge condition, containing
values of ethres, aesthetiesr logies, and kinesthetie. Seieatifie approaeh provides various
learning experience by applying various strategies and the enjoyablg contextual,
effective, efficient, and meaningful learning style (Permendikbud no 8Ia, z0fi).
The learning steSs in scientific approach

According Permendikbud no. 81 A in 2AI:- affachment IV, the learning process
consists of five basic leaming experiences are: observing, questioning, experimenting,
assoeiating; and eommunieating as in the figure below

f!lElr*4]:ri:i
ji:L=;:rl:l'

Pehdekatah ilmiah dahm pembelajaian

Figure 2.Z.Five steps in learningprocess
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Adapted from Dyer's scientific approach
The five basic learning can be simplified in a variety of learning activities as

described in the following figure :

Figure 2.3. Five basic learning specified in a variety of leaming activities
Adapted from Dyer's scientific approach modified byKemendikbud

Learning steps Learning activities Competence
development

Observing Reading, listening, looking
at( without or with a tool)

Training seriousness,
thoroughness, searching
information

Questioning Asking questions about the
information that is not
understood from what is
observed or questions to
obtain additional
information abrout what is
observed
(starting from a factual
question ti the hypothetidal
ouestion )

Developing ueativity,
curiosity, the ability to
forrnulate questions to
establish critical thinking
necsssary for intelligent
life and lifielong leaming

Experimenting Conducting experiments,
reading other sources than
textbooks, observing objects
/ events interviewing with
informaats

Developing thorough
attitude, honest, polite,
respecting the opinions of
others, the ability to
communicate,
implementing the ability
to gather information
through a variety of ways
to learn, develop the
habit of lifelons learnins

Associating Processing the information
that has been collected
either limited from the
collecting activities I
experiments or from the
results of activities and
events observed to collect
information

Developing a honest
affitude, conscientious,
diseiplined; rule-abiding;
work hard, the ability to
apply the procedures and
inductive and deductive
thinking skills in
concludine

Pfesenting the feSUltS of
observations, conclusions
based on the results of the
analysis of oral, written, or
other media

Developing a honest
attitude, conscientious,
tolerance, the ability to
think systematically,
expressing opinions
clearly and concisely,
and developing good and
rieht lanzuaee skills.
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2.2. Reading Comprehension

The concept of reading comprehension

There are two terms discussed when talking about reading comprehension, they
are readiag and reading comprehension, because in reading we talk of comprehension
and the aspects that effect the process of eomprehension. Reading cal be seen as an
oointeractive" process between a reader and a text which leads to automaticity or
(reading fluency). In this process, the reader interacts dynamically with the text as

he/she kies to elieit the meaning *nd where various kinds of knowledge are being used:
linguistic or systemic knowledge (through bottom-up processing) as well as schematic
knowledge (through top-down processing) (Grabe, l99l). Good readers can understand
the individual word, Soup of words, and stntences and the organizational structures of
a text. They know most of'the words in the text already. However, the readers of
second language (SL) and foreign language (FL) should monitor their understanding
when they read a text, since sometimes the readers lose the meaning of what they are
reading. When a reader doesn't catch the meaning, he ties to find out the causes of why
he doesn't understand the meaning. It can be because of his lack of understanding the
voeabulary or the struetures of how the sentenee are eonstrueted. For this reason he tries
to search the meaning and how they are constructed. [n this occasion, the process are

happening from he doesn't understand to become he understands. In other words, the
voeabulary and grammar aequisition ar€ taking plaee.

Reading comprehension is the abiltty to convert written language into forms
nearer those used in inner thought or dialogue (Garner, 1988). Therefore there are some

aspocls that gives difficulties in camprehending the teadrng text. In camprehending a
reading text one tries to understand the knowledge of words, arrangement of the words
and group of words, and to comprehend the organization of paragraph according to the
sonvention of written English, tn this case, the reader should 4nalyse a word, a group of
words, the arrangement of the words, how the words are constructed in order to catch
the meaning in relation to what the context of text about, in what filed the reading are

talking about(Garnel I 988),
A text is any piece of written language that convey meaning (William, 1987).

Therefore, every written language is a text whether it is announeement letteq
advertisement, infotmation etc. It means through reading we find many various words
and grammar in different context and through reading natural context are found. In this
study what the writer moans by texts are those written in the textbook of vocational
senior high school:

As explained above that reading is not a passive process, in which a reader takes

something out brings his knowledge to recognize some aspects what is in it. They can

be the message; voeabulary knowledge; grommor knowledge ete, When aperson reads a

text, he is attempting to discover the meanings of what he is reading using visual clues
of spelling, his knowledge of probabilities of occurrence, his contextual pragmatic
knowledge and his syntaetie and semantie eompeteneg to give mgaaingfirl
ofthe text.

3; METEOD

The writer used the research design the Spiral model by Kemmis and McTaggart
(1998). The main concept of the action research of spiral model by Kemmis and
McTaggart consists of four ccmponeats, they are planniag" acting obsgrving, and
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reflecting. This four phases are considered one cycle. After finishing one cycle, it was
continued by the second one.This research was conducted in three cycles.

Figure 3.1 the Procedure of Classroom Action Research
(Adapted from Kemmis and Mc Taggart's model, 1998)

3.1. Subjects of the study

The subjects of the study are the students of class X TAV (Technique Audio
Video) of SMK N 3 Jambi in academic year 201411015 which consists of 24 students.
The writer eondueted the researeh here sinee the writer teaehes in this elass. This is to
make easier to manage the students and the class since he also has the long experiences
teaching in this school. During his teaching in this school the writer noticed that the
students are very poor in eomprehending a reading material. The students also have low
motivation in learning this skill so other approach is needed to teach them to improve
their reading comprehension.

3.2. Data collection and data analysis

Teacher's note, students' diary, and test were used as instnrments to generate
data, The data aim to support the success of the research. The instruments help the
writer to get information about how the teacher teaches reading comprehension by
applying scientific approach, and how the students learn reading comprehension, how
are their seores from eyele to eyele through the variety of learning strategies, various
tasks, discussion techniques, grouping, and the choice of interesting reading material.
The descriptions are as follows :

Teasher's note

The teacher's note was obtained through note taking during the learning process.
The researeher was to write the seenario of the teaehing and learning; progress; and
problems found during the learning process, from the beginning of each cycle until the
end in which each cycle consist of planning, acting, observing, and reflecting. The
teacher as the reseacher made notes what he and the students did during the teaching
leaming process.The teacher indentified the problems in each cycle and the
improvement that the students achieved from cycle to cycle.
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Students'note

Students' note is a kind of diary written by each student at home after the
learning process and collected in the following day. In their note the students wrote their
experience during the teaching and leaming process took place such as the scenario of
the learning reading eamprehensioq how they studied iL and how the teaehs
taught them reading comprehension, what parts make them enjoy and what parts make
them find diffrcult to do. This is to get their comment of how they acquire reading
eomprehension during the teaehing leaming pro€oss: The researeher also provided a
paper that contained a guidance to write.

Test

Test was given after finishing one cycle. The results were analysed by
calculating the individual degree of score and subject mean scoro, classiffing the scores
based on the standard assessment based on curriculum 2013. How many percents of the
students could achieve minimum mastery criterion (KKM) of score of 75. The score
analysed consists of tests obtained from cycle I and the next cycle . From the result
then was obtained the students' progress in raading compreherrsion from cycle to cycle:

Table 3.1 : The classification ofthe score based on Curriculum 2013.

3.5. Vetid itylReliabihry

In this research the test was given to the students in three times; Test 1 in cycle
I, test 2 io clycle II, and test three in cycle trI. Each test was given at the end of each
cycle after finishing all activities in teaching and learning reading comprehension by
implementing scientific approach. Each test was to measure how far the students
comprehend the reading text after they learnt. The three tests were taken from the book

No Score Interval Predicate

eompetenee Grade

Knowledge skill Attitude

I 95 - 100 A 4 4 SB

2 90 -94 A- 3.66 3.66

4
J 85-89 B+ J.JJ 3.33 B

4 80-84 B J J

5 75 -79 B. 2.66 2.66

6 70 -74 C+ 2.33 2.33 C

7 65-69 C 2 2

I 6A-64 C- 1.66 1.66

9 55-59 D+ r.33 1.33 K

10 5l -s4 D I I

tl Below 50 E 0 0
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used in this level (Kemendikbud,2014). Therefore the three tests are valid and reliable
since the validity and reliabilrty have been measured before by the government.

4. RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This action research implemented curriculum 2013. Based on curriculum 2013
the students are demanded to be active, creative, and innovative during their study and
after graduate. The students must be able to solve their problem in leaming. The
Iearning steps used seientifie approaeh whieh eonsists of five steps; they are observing;
questioning, experimenting, associating, and communicating. To apply all the principles
of the curriculum 2013 as described above, the teacher designed the students' tasks to
make them active in all leaming activities. During the teaching and leaming process the
teacher avoided talk much to create the learning activities to be the students centred
learning. This study was conducted in three cycles.

Cycle one

Based on the teacher's note and the students' diaries, the action of cycle one was
conducted in three meetings. First meeting was done on March 25,2015, the second
meeting was on March 27,2A15, and the third meeting was done on March 30, 2015.
The teaching and learning activities implemented scientific approach based on
curriculum 2t13. The skill of the English laq;uage taught and leanit is rmding
comprehension. All the activities in the teaching and learning the reading
comprehension was done according to the lesson plan had been made before. The lesson
plan was arranged based on the Engfish slillabus us€d in vocational senioi high school
and the model of the lesson plan used in those schools.

In observing step the students did Task I: the students were asked to read the text
individually and find the general idea of the reading. The teacher asked a question what
is the reading about and some students answered. ln questioning step the students did
Task II: the students were given the time to make questions related to the reading text,
the teacher and their friends tried to answered the questions. In experimenting step the
students did Task III: the students were asked to read the text again and write down all
words they didn't understand. Task IV: The students were asked to find the meaning of
the words they wrote by looking up the meaning in their dictionar.y, hand phone ,
internet or wherever they could find it. In associating the students did Task V: the
students were asked to summarize one paragraph for one €roup, and then reported the
result of their works. [n communicating step the students did Task YI: first the group of
the students combined the summary of each pmagraph and gave them time to practise
the result, after that sne sf the group rnesber retsld the reading eomprehensio*. The
last the test was given to them. All tasks of the students were designed by the teacher to
make all students participate and active in the learning activities. The teacher's role was
to manage- monitor, give insffuetioq and eo:rect the students' mistake:

The problems faced by the students during the teaching and learning activities in
cycle one are listed below.

1, The students were not aetive in answering te*eher's question *nd giving
eomments.

2. The students found difficulties in making questions.
3. Finding out the unfamiliar words from the text was not an effective tasks. It was

wasting time and not focus to the content ofthe reading.
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4. The students found problem in pronouncing the words when reporting the words
so it is difficult to understand.

5. The meaning of the words they found were not in the reading context.
6. The meaning of the words they found were not understood deeply, lexically, and

syntactically.
7, They found diffieulties in summarizrng the paragraph and the text. The stud$ds

didn't know which one was the main ide4 and how to reconstruct the new
sentences.

8. They fotrnd diffieulties in reporting the summarizing, They eould not
communicate well. The had problem in speaking competence.

9. The test result was still very low. It meant they still didn't comprehend the text.

Revision of cyele one

Briefly, the revisions in the implementation of the teaching and leaming process
in Cydle 6ne were aS followS j

a) The teacher changed the model of task about finding out the difficult words
&om the text freely but provided some words considered not familiar to the
students in order that the student didn't spend too much time in doing the task
and to make it not go far from the text.

b) The teacher added mors tasks on vocabulary and grammar knowledge related to
the reading.

c) The teacher motivated the students to answer questions and give comments.
d) The teacher gave clear instruction in each activity of what the students did.
e) The teacher gave tirne for students to practice the pronunciation before reporting

the words so they could pronormce the words correctly..
f) The teacher made the other task instead of summarizing the paragraph and the

text to find out the main idea of the text.

Cycle two

The action of cycle two was conducted also in three meetings. First meeting was
done on April 23, 2015, the second meeting was on April 25, 2A15, and the third
meeting was done on April 27, 2Q15, Based on the teaeher's observatioq students'
diary, and the test results, some activities didn't run well and effective in cycle one .

This was shown by the students when they did the task they had problem but for some
tasks the shrden8 didn't find any problems in doing thern. Therefore, some tasks and
activities were revised in the planning phase of cycle two.

ln observing step the students did Task I: the students were asked to read the text
distributed to them and find the general idea of the texl In questionine step the students
did Task II : the students were asked to make question related to the text. In
experimenting step the students did Task [II: the students were distributed the list of
unfamiliar words take from the text and asked to mateh the words with their Indonesian
equivalents. After that the students were asked to exchange his&er work result to their
friend's sitting next to him/trer. Task IV: the students were asked to {ill the incomplete
sentenees by ehoosing the eorreet words provided- After that the teaeher and the
students discuss together. ln associating step the students did Task V: The students were
asked to fill the charts in groups to find the main idea and supporting sentences of one
paragraph for one Soup" After that they reported tlre results of their wod<. In
communication step The students did Task VI: The students in the new group member
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were asked to combine the main idea and supporting sentences done in Task V. After
that they were given the time to practise , and then retell the content of the reading.
The last the test was given to them; In this cycle all the shrdents' tasks were designed
by the teacher to make the students participate in the learning activities some tasks were
the same as in cycle I and some tasks model were changed. The teacher's role in this
eyele was to manage the elass; monitoq gave the instruetion and eo{reel the studqnts'
mistake.

The problems faced by the students during the teaching and learning activities in
eyele two are listed belorv,

1. The students were not active in answering teacher's question and giving
comments.

2. The studerrts found difficulties in making questions.
3. The students found problem in pronouncing the words when reporting the words

so it is diffrcult to understand.
4, The meaning of the words they found were not in the reading eontext:
5. The meaning of the words they found were not understood deeply, lexically, and

syntactically.
6. They found diffieulties in finding the main idea aad supporting sqnturees from

the text. The students didn't know which one was the main idea and supporting
sentsnces, and how to reconstruct the new sentences.

V. They found diffrcultjes in reporting their result discussion. They could not
communicate well. The have problem in speaking competence.

8. There was an improvement of the test result but some students still got low
sQore.

4. Revision of cycle two

The revisions in the implementation of the teaching and leaming process in
aycle two wsre as follows ;

a) The teacher gave time for students to practice the pronunciation before reporting
the words. so they could pronounce the words correctly.
The teacher added more time for the discussion in each task.
The teacher was more involved in each students' activities to solve the problems
in understanding the words or sentences in the reading.
The teacher helped students to make sure that they got the aorreot answer when
they were doubtful of their friends' opinion.
The teacher kept on motivating them in joining the lesson and following all
steps, tasks, and activities during the teaching and leaming the reading
comprehension.

h) The teaeher and the students discussed the whole text after the students finished
doing all activities

Cycle three

The action of cycle three was conducted also in three meetings. First meeting
was done on May 2A,2A15, the second meeting was on May 21,2015, and the third
meeting was done on ?2;2915 All aetivities during the learning pro€ess in eyele two
were also evaluated by the teacher through the teacher's note, students' diaries, video
and the students' test result. By the revised plan the teacher designed the technique and
strategy of the learning proaess. After analysing the eause why the students facEd

b)
c)

d)

s)
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difficulties in doing tasks, the teacher gave the same task model as in cycle one because
the problems were not in the task model but the problems were due to their lack of
vocabulary and grammar knowledge. This was shown by, when doing the tasks they
made many mistakes in understanding the words, constructing the sentences to express
their idea and pronouncing the words or sentences. To overcome this problems the
teaeher held more diseussion and explanation in everytask dono by the students.

In observing step the students did task I: They were asked to read the reading
text individually in ten minutes and fmd the general idea of the reading. In questioning
step the stqdents did task II: they were asked to make questions related to the tcxt. After
that the time was given for students to answef and then the teacher. In experimenting
step the students did task III: they were asked to match the words with their lndonesian
equivalents, After that the class discussed the answer and the teacher explained more
about the words. Task IV the students were asked to fill the incomplete sentences by
choosing the words provided. After that the class discussed the answer and the teacher
explained rnore about the words and the sentenees: In assoeiating step the students did
Task V: The students were asked to fill the charts in groups to find the main idea and
supporting sentences of one paragraph for one group. After that they reported the results
oftheir work In qommunieation step The students did Task vI: The students in the new
group member were asked to combine the main idea and supporting sentences done in
Task V. After that they were given the time to practise , and then retell the content of
the reading.

To make sure that the students comprehend the reading the teacher and the
students discussed together from the beginning up to the end. The teacher read sentence
by sentencc thea asked questions about the sente:rces to chpck their understanding aborrt
the sentences. The last the test was given to them. Since in this cycle there were more
discussion, the students were more active. Many students participated in the discussion.
This was sholvn by that many students aEswered teaeher's question and gave eornment;
The students enjoyed the learning activities. The teacher's role in this cycle was more
involved to help the students' problem in every activities done by the students.

The problerns faeed by the students during the teae-hirg and learning aetivities in
this last cycle was as follows.

1. They found difficulty in understanding the words and sentences deeply.
2. They fowtd difficultyr in eonstructing the sentences to express their idea.
3. The students found diffrculty in pronouncing the words when reporting the

words so it is difficult to understand.

The three problems above are generally faced by most students. The students
were still lack of vocabulmy and grammar knowledge. The students found difficulties in
understanding the words, phrases and sentences. The students found difficulty in
making the sentences. The students also often made mistakes in pronouncing the words.
To minimize this in the last cycle the teacher was more involved in the discussion to
help the students to understaad the words, sentenees and the text. The teaeher also gave
time to the students to practise their speaking before reporting the result of their task.
Therefore in this cycle the problems were solved and the students could enjoy the
lesson.
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Test results

At the end of each cycle the test was given to the students. Ttre test was to check
how far the students comprehend the reading after all learning activities had finished.
Since this action research were conducted in three cycles, the test was given in three
times. The test result shows that the students' saores were improved from cycle to cycle.
In test I the students' mean scores were 65.71, in test Il the students' mean scores were
83.88, in test III the students mean scores were 94.3. While the students who could
achieved the Minimum Mastery Criterion were also increased. In test I there were 20.8
oZ studenG achieved the Minimum Mastery Criterion, in test II 70.9% achieved the
Minimum Mastery criterion, and in test III there were 96% students achieved the
Minimum Mastery criterion. The mean scores of the students and the percentage of
students who could achieve the Minimum Mastery Criterion (KKM) in three tests was
shown the charts below-

Figure 5.1. The students' mean scores in test I, II, and III.
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Figure 4.1. above described that the students' mean scores improved from test 1

is 65.71; test 2 is 83.88 , and to test 3 is 94.3 .

Figure 4.2. The percentage of students who could achieve the Minimum M:rstery
Criterion
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Figure 4.2. above described that the shrdents' percentage who achieved the
Minimum Mastery Criterion improved from test I is 20.8 o/o, test 2 is 7A.9Yo , to test 3
is96Ya

5.CONCLUSION

After finishing conducting the study of class action research at SMK N 3 Jambi
in academic year 20L412015 by implementing scientific approach in teaching reading
comprehension, it can be concluded that the students enjoyed learning reading 1,"

comprehension. The students improved their scores in reading comprehaxion fmm
cycle to cycle after some revisions in designing of the students' tasks, and the role of the
teacher in the class. Overall the implementation of scientific approach in teaching
reading comprehension at SMK N 3 Jambi in the yaar of 20L412015 is concluded as
follows;

1. The teacher followed the five steps of the scientific approach ; observing,
questioning, experimentingr associatiflg; and communicating in the learning
process.

2. The teacher designed tasks/activities done by the students adjusted to the five
leaming steps in scientific approach with the purpose of comprehending the
reading text.

3. The tasks made by the teacher were to make the sfudents more active, creative,
and involved in the learning process as stated in the principles of scientific
approach.

4. The students encountered reading comprehension by doing the tasks/activities
given by the taachq individually a{d in groups.

5. The students were active, creative and more involved during the teaching
learning process of the reading comprehension.

6. The students still faeed diffieulties in doing the task#aetivities in assoeiating and
communication steps.

7. The teacher made some revisions in each cycle after reflecting all activities and
-analysing the protlem s.

8. The students improved their score from cycle to cycle.
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The difficulties faced by the students during the teaching and learning process
were as follows:

1. The students found difficulties in understanding the words in the eontext.
2. The students found difficulties in understanding the use of words in the

sentences, as a result; they found difficulties in compreharding the text.
3. The students found diffieulties to eonstruct sentenees to express their idea due to

their lack of vocabulary and grammarknowledge.
4. The students found difficulties in pronouncing the correct pronunciation so it

was difficult to enderstard when they spoke.

6. Suggestion and recommendation

Since the students found some problems in learning process, the writer gave
some suggestions as follows;

1. The teacher should design the suitable tasks in accordance to the students'
competence.

2. The teacher should know the students' competence before applying a certain
approach in teaching.

3. The teacher should be more involved in all students' activities wheu conducting
scientific approach in teaching in this level.

4. There should be more discussion during the teaching and learning process.
5. The teacher should keep on motivating students to be active, creative in the

learning process as curriculum 2013 demanded.

Finally the writer recommends that the further class action research are
continuously needed to make the teaching are better and better The teacher should ltr,

research the cause why the students found difficulties in learning and how to solve the
problem, how to improve the four English skill. In this research the writer recommends
the teacher, researcher, or educational practitioner conducting the class action research
of the implementation of scientific approach in teaching writing, speaking and listening.
Due to the students' lack sf vocabulary and grammar knowledge; the writer also
recommends them conducting the class action research of improving the students'
vocabulary mastery and grammar mastery. The writer also recommends them
eondueting the elass aeJio:r resemeh of improving students pronunciation and speaking
ability.
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